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Marxist group by definition.
Aldon Hynes, who helped coor--

dihate the most recent Spartacus
engagement at the college, stated
that he tended to agree with
many students . who saw the
Cleveland-base' chapter's profiteering as hypocritical and exploitive. Hynes felt, however, that due
to the small size of the organization, selling literature was one way
it could use its profits to enlarge
itself, and thus, make Spartacus
known to more people.
Spartacus is quite small in
comparison to other
leftist groups. Though it is a
national organization, it does not
yet have the following of groups
com. on pg. 5
d

Wooster Olympics
Coming Up Soon

The Student Activities Board
and Inter Section Council will be
Wooster Olympic
Week Feb. 4 8. Each day

less-radic-

ng

different colorful
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Woo-Olymp-
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pizza-eatin-
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t-shi-

Pre-registrati-
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proxy. Congress response to Mr.
Carter's proposal for peacetime
registration may be the next step
in changing the character of that
armed conflict to one of direct
confrontation between the United
States and the Soviet Union. In
fact, traditionally broad powers of
the presidency in foreign affairs
enable Mr., Carter to proclaim a
registration by Executive Order.
Congress could override such an
order, however, through the
appropriations process. Except
for the expired induction authority
of either the President or the
Congress, the entire draft law
remains in effect, though inactive.
Noone has been registered for the
draft since 1975.
In his visit to the College last
week. Senator Mark Hatfield
told students. "I am totally
opposed to the draft. It is foreign
and alien to this country." He
referred to the fact that America
has been historically a haven for'
European immigrants seeking
refuge from military conscription:
(R-Ore-

.)

.

On Thursday, January 17, the
Spartacus chapter
visited the College of Wooster
campus, selling information regard-.- .'
ing its premises to any interested
group
students. The extreme-leftis- t
sparked immediate controversy by
many students who felt that by
charging money for Marxist propaganda, Spartacus was exemplifying
capitalism when in fact it was a

'.

poHtics, focusing on

ethics: accountability, intellectual
honesty, and stewardship. "I am
voters think at any given still wrestling in the ring with all of
moment," said Senator Mark
these," he said, "still evolving and
Hatfield of Oregon during a lecture
still learning."
last Thursday in McGaw Chapel.
Before beginning his lecture,
For a senator to sacrifice his Hatfield informed the audience
judgmentsto the opinions of his that his intention was not to
constituents is not representation.
espouse "simplistic dogma." but
- -'- but betrayal.
'simply' to share perspectives he

.

novelties including a gymnastics
exhibition, an Olympic; happy-houand Olympic films.
Sections, Clubs, dorms, and
other groups are being asked to
form teams to compete in the
events which will be
held Friday. Feb. 8. All classes
have been cancelled that Friday,
competition will begin at 9:30 a.m.
and continue throughout the day.
After the final event, a
contest which will be held at 4:30
p.m.. points will be tallied and an
awards ceremony will follow.
Official Olympic jerseys,
ski hats, and posters, now
on display in Lowry. will be on sale
'throughout the week. All proceeds
will go to the U.S. Olympic
"
Committee,
list
of
complete
A
events and
rules will be published soon.
for teams begins next
week at the front desk in Lowry.
There will be both men's and
women's divisions with awards to
the top three teams in each.

naiiieia aiscussea
three specific

By Louise A. Blum
The United States Senate is not
meant to be a "parrot of what the

Marxist-oriente- d

highlights

Special to The Wooster Voice
By David Burton
' By the time this short article is in
print, Americans of any age and of
either sex, may have more than a
feeling that registration for a
peacetime draft is imminent.
President Carter's fourth State of
the Union address on Wednesday
evening may have clarified his
administration's
in
intentions
response to the Soviet Union's
most recent injection of fresh
combat troops in the Afghanistan .
Civil War. There is little doubt that
war is now perceived as a war of
liberation from Russia domination; .
it certainly is no longer a war by

Senator Mark Hatfield Stressed the
Value of Political EtHics in Society
ernics in

Solicitation Conducted by Spartacus
Group Incites Immediate Controversy

co-sponsori-

No. 3

DO YOU FEEL A DRAFT?

of Food Service. is presently
working on a nev
new layout Dlan
which will be resubmitted in hopes
to mitigate the sharp decrease that
has been ordered. As of yet, no
. adjustments have been made.
After inspection, McGaw Chapel
was ordered to lower seating
capacity from over 1,400 down to
1,120, but after a change in the
design of the doors, the limit was
permitted to" remain at 1.400.
Similarly, the Cage was first told
that the limit must be drastically
cut from 500 to 226. but after
adjustments the capacity was lifted
cqnt. on pg. 5
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has found "challenging and

provocative." Neither was it his
intention, he continued, to present
any sort of an "ethics kit." He has
merely come to conclusions he is
willing to discuss.
Too often, representatives take
political accountability to mean
that they must "decide and vote in
every way possible according to
the opinion of the polls," Hatfield
said. But a senator owes the
people "the best of his wisdom and
judgment."
In his first campaign for senate

in 1976, Hatfield publicly
supported the' Canal Treaiy,

despite

the disapproval

fl-t,L-

J

of his

78 percent of the people in Oregon
wanted it.
"I must take my stand on
conscience," Hatfield said, "and
cont. on pg. 3

Director Leaves Placement Service
'
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Insufficient Seating Stems
From Safety Regulations
by Lisa Vlckery
Frustration te the prevailing
sentiment in the Lowry Center
dining hall this winter as students
with tray in hand, stand, watch,
wait and wander in search of the
uhimate...the empty seat. - During Christmas Break the
Wooster Fire - Department re- : evaluated
the seating cadpacities
of buildings around the campus
using measurements, inspections
and analysis of exits as their
guidelines. The result was a
lowering of maximum occupancy
numbers in the upstairs of Lowry
Center, Kittredge. the Cage and
McGaw ChapeL
..
:r
. The dining halls have been dealt
- the most severe adjustment orders.
.. Lowry, which was previously able
to seat approximately 620 persons
at one time, has now been reduced
to a limit closer to 500. Consequently, many chairs have been
removed so as to put these
, regulations into effect
The Fire Department informed
the Cpllege that seating in Kittredge must be reduced to .237,
compared to the 384 seats current-tIn use: Howard Raber, Director

U

by Robert Netander
The Career Planning and Placement Service (CPPS) lost its
Director, Rosetta Moore, when she
resigned for personal reasons early
last December. Moore began working for the College in September
1978
One of the considerations gov- -

Few Use New
Service
Escort
The escort
sponsored by

service
the
Council has been
used only six times since its
initiation on Sunday, Jan. 13. Four
of these times were within the first
three days. Dave Glaser, student in
charge of the service, does not
seem discouraged, however. The
sections will continue to be available
p.m. when contacted through Security.
Inter-Sectio-

9X)-12:0- 0

n

erning her decision is an asthma
condition which was aggravated by
Wooster' s climate, said Bobbie
Walmer who has worked with
CPPS for 10 years.
The College has advertised the
opening, which requires a master's
degree and three to five years
experience with .career programing, but does not anticipate filling
the position immediately.
"It is not the best time of the year
for hiring personnel because the
people most qualified for the job
are already employed for this
scholastic year," said Kenneth R.
Plusquellec, Dean of Students.
Most of the Director's duties will
be temporarily performed by Mrs.
Walmer. "We are all trying to fill
the gap caused by her resignation."
said Walmer. "but her services
were invaluable, and we deeply
regret her departure.

When one considers the senator
as a source, she cannot avoid the
fact that Mr. Hatfield fought at Iwo
Jima in the Pacific front during the
latter days of the second world
war. He was one of the first
Americans to personally observe
the horrible devastation and
human suffering left in wake of the
atomic bomb dropped in
Hiroshima on August 9, 1945. In
personal dialogue, his candid
warning was this: Do not be
fooled, reimplementation of
registration for the draft is the first,
necessary stage in total military
mobilization.
The counsel of his informed
opinion is that Americans need not
lapse into some kind of siege
mentality;' we must be careful not
to act in accordance with a cult of

ignorance at this time of

geopolitical crisis. America is not
at war; yet the draft, is necessary
preparation for one. '
The astonishing speed at which
crisis has developed seems to
engender more "gut reactions"
cont. on pg. 2

Faculty Vote on Change to Semester
System Partly Determined by Students
This March the faculty will vote
whether to switch to semester
or remain on the quarter system.
At the January faculty meeting,
faculty members asked student
representatives to find out how the
student body feels about the two
calendar systems.
Arguments in favor of 3 ten
week quarters include 1) the long
winter break allows students to
work, 2) with only a ten week
commitment students are more
willing to experiment with courses

and

off-campus-proga-

ms.

strengthening

the liberal

education and 3) students can
concentrate on 3 subjects.
Arguments in favor of 2 fifteen
week semesters include 1) more
time for reflection in course
material and 2) the earlier summer
vacation enables students to get
better jobs.
The Genzral Assembly of the
SGA will discuss this issue
Monday. Jan. 28 at 7: 15 p.m. in the
Lowry Center Ballroom. Students
have a great deal of power in this
decision, placing their partici
pation in a crucial position.

Wooster Republican Club Formed
As Balance to Democratic Coalition
By Chris Creager
The first meeting of the College
of Wooster Republican Club was
held last Sunday evening in the
Walcott Room in Kauke. The
meeting was organized by Dave
Johnson and Timothy Spe nee.
Johnson and Spe nee, sophomore

College Republican Clubs. The
OLCRC provides films and
literature for circulation among its
members, and the organizers of

The College

of Wooster

Republican Club assure that this
service will be taken advantage of
when the club becomes officially
and freshman respectively, recognized.'
decided there was a need for a club
Besides using the films and
of this nature on the campus after, literature provided for by the
their involvement with the OLCRC, Timothy Spence has
Democratic Coalition (now the been in contact with campaign
Organization) and directors for both the George
participation in the mayorial Bush 'and Ronald Reagen. Both
campaign last fall.
directors have expressed an
Dave Johnson voiced his interest in sending representatives
opinion that the Coalition had to speak on campus. As well as
attempted to endorse political speakers, both men hope the club
candidates. This created a need to will be active in local political
start another political club and by affairs and registering voters for
the end of October, Johnson and local and national elections.
Spence had begun to work at Additional meetings will include
plans for fund raising activities.
organizing such a club. Its original
The constitution for the club has
goal was to attain a political
balance with the Democratically already been drawn up. but" the
oriented Political Coalition but its Campus Council must approve it
goals have expanded along with before the club can officially exist.
the realization of the initial plans. The club had its hearing on
The organization will be a Wednesday night for ratification of
member of the Ohio League of its charter.
Non-Partisa-

.

n
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The

Internationalist-Europ- ean

Countries and
The Soviet Intervention

The reaction of President Carter against the Soviet operation in
Afghanistan has echoed all over the world and influenced most of the
Western allies. Some countries of the Western block have given backing
to President Carter's decision to impose trade sanctions against the
Soviet Union; others are opposed to Carter's decisions, and still others
remain undecided.
Western European countries have acted more prudently than the
- United States. Europeans see the Soviet operation from a different point
of view. The strong socialist opposition that exists in the European
countries forces the governments to think before they make'any plans
for sanctions.
Despite a chorus of verbal protest of Moscow's intervention in
Afghanistan, there is still no agreed Western assessment of what it really
means, let alone what should be done about it.
'
European allies are in a state of loquacious indecision; and do not show
any signs of energetic action to curb the Soviets. It remains unclear what
retaliatory action the Europeans will be willing to take.
The West German Government, traditionally strongly committed to
detente, was worried by the American plan for sanctions. Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt announced that he would take scheduled trips to the
Soviet Union and to East Germany despite the Afghanistan situation. His
emphasis is on continuing detente, the policy of improving relations with
the Soviet Union that his Social Democratic Party has developed over
the last decade. Mr. Schmidt offered no specific measures for curbing
the Soviet Union for its presence in Afghanistan or for penalizing Iran for
its holding of American hostages. Mr. Schmidt's speech made no
mention of a possible boycott of the Moscow Summer Olympics, and a
preliminary Government Statement two weeks ago rejected the
American idea. .
President Valery Giscard d' Estaing of France has demonstrated his
disapproval of the Soviet action but has announced no retaliatory
actions. France has insisted on remaining some ' distance from
Washington, veering from (complaints that the United States is too
indecisive in noting the danger of American overreaction. and offering a
balancing role. In France also there is little support of a boycott of the
Olympic Games in Moscow! the idea of which was publicly criticized by
the French Minister of Youth and Sports. The French Communist Party
supported the Soviet operation and its leader Georges Marchais
proclaimed with the Kremlin: "AD these
enterprises are
to be energetically rebuffed.' The principle fact of the current world
situation is the change in the balance of forces.. .That is a powerful
encouragement for the development of the class struggles in the world."
Other European Communist Parties see things somewhat differently. "
The Italian Communist Party took no stand, Spain's traditionally liberal
Communists have criticized the Soviet action, while 'the Greek and
Portuguese Communist Parties each support the Soviet action as an
operation for socialist solidarity.
Britain has been the quickest to move. The British Government
welcomed President Carter's actions against the Soviet Union, and said
it was considering measures of its own to make clear its anger for the
Soviet "invasion" in Afghanistan.
The Greek government, the most imprudent of the European
countries, in an effort to obey Washington's orders, asked the Greek
commercial fleet, third in the world, not to carry any merchandise to the
Soviet Union. The act of the Greek rightist government way strongly
criticized by the Socialist Party and by the Social Democratic Party of

DO YOU FEEL A DRAFT?
conr. from pg. I
than, reasoned responses. How
will the Soviet Union respond to a

System for registration for the
draft. Lastly, in most of the draft
. legislation now before Congress,
potential inductees would have to
'' period
prove, within a
receipt
of
notices,
induction
after
a
status" of conscientious objection
previous to the time of receipt of
induction notices. Perhaps it is
apparent that students must think

yrs.) during the Vietnam War. In
most of the pertinent legislation
currently before Congress, there
are no exemptions whatsoever for
college students who are not
conscientious objectors, classified
(physically or mentally unfit for
military service), or candidates for
the ministry, Every student has the right to
ask the Dean's Office in writing to
withhold all information about
students from the Census Bureau by
February 1. 1980. In doing so.
students might retain personal
information that could otherwise
be used bv- the Selective Service

peacetime draft in America? Given

the fact that" both superpowers

ten-da-

y

currently deploy enough nuclear
warheads to destroy every living
thing on this planet twelve times
over, can one "assume that an
ostensibly "conventional
war"
seriously - to momentarily
strategy in the Middle East or "
suspend the Til. go" attitude
Southwest Asia would not quickly
about the implications of draft
escalate to nuclear conflict not
registration. Then let your
just confrontation? If estimates
Congressional representatives
about an approximate thirty year
know what you think and how you
supply in - known, jworld oil
feel.
reserves are true then is warfare
made to protect such a "national .
interest" still a legitimate
alternative? Who runs Congress in
this issue? Constituents? Or a
president who believes Soviet Make-believ- e
There is a need to examine the kind of priorities tetiecteci by an
actions in Afghanistan constitute
the greatest threat to world peace academic calendar which plows straight through important holidays and
since World War Two? What yet cancels classes on the fifth day of the Wooster Winter Olympics. If this
particular day rates enough to hah our study, why is it that we were not
about the Cuban Missile Crisis?
In accordance to the $chroeder granted the same for Halloween and why are we required to attend
amendment to the Defense
Authorization Bill. President
Actually, the holiday was not specifically called for by the Wooster
Carter has had to tell: Congress AJtntor fMimnnifc I
ffmmitioo Ksnc4 PaK fi m tka
what he thinks is necessary
Winter Festival, designed to commemorate the human need to relax as
of
well as to provide an opportunity to catch up on academic work. The plan
armed forces or the implementafor the day off existed regardless of Olympic Week and the overlap
tion of a peacetime draft. The remains coincidental, although undeniably convenient
number of exemptions in the latter
Realizing that the human need for a break in routine isparticularly
case is greatly reduced from those strong during the frozen winter months and a holiday helps to fiO that
available to men of draft age (18-2calendar that acknowledges' so few holidays, why has' one been virtually
pulled out of thin air for the sake of our amusement? If the Educational
Policy committee chose the day in earnest as a time for catching up on
schoolwork, a day packed with student activities is
for it
would be unlikely that those conditions would promote; an intellectual
i
spirit. A reading day during exams is continually ruled out despite the
j
To the Editor,
likelihood that a study day would be more effectively scheduled at that
'The Wooster Aid Committee time.
!
i
which has been collecting funds for
More important than the study day is the reasoning .behind our
the relief of the Cambodian people recognized holidays. It is doubtful that anyone would protest a day of rest,
would like to thank jail of the but in determining these days the implications must be jweighed
more
members of the College; Communseriously. Is the human need for rest and fun greater than the need to
ity who signed up for Soup and honor what ought to be honored? It
is unfortunate enough that our
Bread. The Soup and Bread Congress could not rally itself to accept Martin Luther King Day but for an
Greece.
Italy, Sweden, the Netherlands, and other Western European program was initially faced with the institution supposedly governed by religious and ethical ideals to almost
countries have not yet taken a stand on the Afghanistan situation possibility of being suspended this ignore a day of such great significance and then turn around to invent
because of their concern with the conviction that detente is irreversible quarter, but because of 400 people another holiday is an act only slightly less than ludicrous.
'
it can continue.
This action,
:
for international peace.
LV
Japan's position should also be noted even though it is not a European coupled with the generous contricountry. Japan is unwilling to back any American plans for boycotting butions of others, will help to
- .
WOOSTER VOICE
the 1980 Olympic Games. It declared that it does not wish to halt the sale relieve the immense suffering of
Pub Hshed weekly during tleacjKiemkyr by the srw
of
goods to the Soviet Union and welcomes increasing the Cambodian people.
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
It is our belief that this support is
trade with the Soviet Union and Iran.
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
It is obvious that the European countries,' even though they are but one indication of this commun'
administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
backing the American reactions to the Soviet operation in Afghanistan, ity's willingness to give its love to
students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
are more;prudent in consideration of sanctions to curb the Soviet Union. those in need' both here and
Wooster community. AD correspondence may be addressed1 to the
The reason for such a European reaction is not, as some reporters say, ' abroad. Our hope for the future is,
WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Ohio 44691.
fear of the Soviet Union. The reason is that the Europeans do not trust that more people will find it within
The' WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
freely.
Each
themselves
give
to
both
The European states have witnessed before such
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is
American immoral policy as interventions in other countries like Chile, donation to the Committee will
$10.00 per year for second class delivery.
support of military juntas as in Greece, Iran and Nicaragua. Those help., to alleviate the, rampant
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in lower Lowry Center,
v
immoral lactions of the United States left unveiled the Governments of starvation and disease that presentTelephone: (216)
Room
ext. 433.
European allies who traditionally support the U.S. policy. Their support ly plagues and kills the; Cambodi'"
STAFF
reveals to the Soviet Union their Socialist opposition and to their owni ans. To all those who have given
......
, .... Lisa Vickery
people the rightist leanings of the European governments. This forces the gift of lifeThanks.
Associate Editors:
Sincerely,
the European governments to consider the situation, throwing them into
.
News...
Louise A Blum
The Wooster Aid Committee.
indecision considering what actions to take.
;
Feature..
Kevin Grubb
Sports
Hank Sperry
- Alkis Papademefrious
Assistant Sports Editor
John Clegs
Photography
Marty Stanton
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Editor-in-Chi- ef

They Advocate Boycott of Michael Stanley Band
To the Editor,

According to last week's Voice,
the Michael Stanley Band will be
playing at the College for the
second time in less than two years.
We must protest this.
The Student Activities Board is
not a
institution. It
has an obligation to cater to a
variety of student tastes. It is able to
sponsor only a limited number of
profit-makin-

g

concerts a year. For that reason, it
ought to sponsor a variety of
artists.

Furthermore, the decision "to
have the Michael Stanley Band
back was not made by the
members of the Concert Committee. They were informed of it as an
accomplished fact, .
For these reasons we are

the concert and urge
other students to do the same.
Sincerely,
boycotting

'
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MUMBLINGS
.

long-runnin-

at

ever-popula-

r

professor of (you guessed it)
biology, had been teaching the
theory of evolution for a number of
years without having encountered
any serious objection. " Wooster
had been one of the first, if not the
first, of the- denominational
colleges to do so. As Prexy Wishart
put it, "Wooster had long held that
the Genesis story was a divinely
inspired, poetic picture of the
creative picture." Few at Wooster
differed with this view, yet within '
the church some reviled this
opinion as blasphemous.
One of these was William
Jennings Bryan. For years he had
been lecturing far and wide on this
subject. In 1922, he secured an
invitation and came at his own
expense to Wooster to explain the
facts of divine creation to faculty
and students. By this time Bryan
had been three times defeated as
--

.

cont. from pg.

the-new-

quences." He is not. he

emphasized,

s

.

--
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company held their ground.
In May of 1923 Wishart and
Bryan met again, this time as
nominees for the moderatorship of

Presbyterian General

Assembly. It was supposed that as
a national figure Bryan could easily

J

accept the political conse-

"

candidate for

evolution. Dr. Mateer and

the

Hatfield Stresses Ethics

--

"silver-tongue- d

.

philosophy which disregards or
attempts to discredit the Christian
faith."
The battle raged on nonetheless
across the country. Attacks on
Wooster and Wishart in particular
were often vicious. Pamphlets
Condemn textbooks. accused a
professor of heresy and blamed
the College for entertaining a few
lecturers who did not refute
Darwinism.
In July. 1925 the Scopes trial
took place in Dayton. Tennessee.
The prosecution of the young
school teacher won despite the
efforts of the famous defense
lawyer. Clarence Darfow. But the
conviction carried with it only a
fine of $100. Five days later
came of the death of William
Jennings Bryan.
Gradually the tumult died down,
as it had within the church itself. In
no small way may this be
attributed to the eloquence,
intelligence and moral fortitude of
Charles Frederick Wishart.
President Copeland can easily,
be reminded of that which Wishart
was convinced. The" broken
bottles adorning sidewalks, the
violent redecoration of a few
"

--

President and had been Secretary
of State under Wilson. It took over
t hree hours for the
ofatoe" to reach the seventh day
of rest.
From Wooster the statesman
went to the Presbyterian Board of
Genera Education demanding the
discontinuance of all contributions
to Wooster College until it
desisted from the teaching of

the doctrine of
or any other

materialistic evolutionary

-

Democratic

which

evolutionary hypothesis that links
man in blood relationship with any
other form of life' was taught as a
"proven fact." A long and heated
debate ensued. Finally a
compromise resolution, in which
no mention of money was made,
was passed; "official approval"
could be denied institutions
seeking "to establish a

g

Mateer. the

by Peter Havholm
Those piteous sounds one hears
in the library these days are the tiny
cries of flogged brain cells: Seniors
sense the I.S. deadline about to
lurch up over the horizon. A
teacher who enjoys working with
I.S. is prone to forget the gloomier
aspects of its reputation. I was
therefore surprised to hear some
sophomores say the other evening
that its prospect frightens' them.
Some spoke as if I.S. were a high
hurdle the College sets between
them and graduation, just to see
how high they can lump.

.

"Darwinism

criticizing his

colleagues who believe one way
and vote another because of their
constituents. He is "just not cut
out that way." "Theurvival of the human race
rests on the choices made in the
future." Hatfield said, and the ethic
of intellectual honesty is essential,
in making the right choices. The
senator limited his comments on
this ethic to a discussion; of the
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty.
"I am wrestling deeply." Hatfield
told his audience, "but to be
intellectually honest. I must say to
you that SALT II is a fraud"
because it does not limit the
number of weapons. To1 call it
anything else, he continued, is to
j

"degenerate truth. ..and

em-

of Greek Week, an Olympic type
the Greek

re-institut-

.competition between
societies on campus.

ed

unfounded rumors concerning
Fourth Section, we would like to
present a brief summary of our
section and its philosophy. v
With nineteen members, Phi
Omega Sigma, is one of the
smaller male fraternities oh campus; however, this does not mean
Fourth is the least recognized. Last
year, the Men of Phi Omega Sigma
initiated an ambitious program
aimed at increasing relations with
independents, campus dubs, and
other, sections. This year Fourth is
participating in the intramural
sports, programs,, and also , is
parsponsoring several
ties. The Men of Phi Omega Sigma
activities
are involved in
like the Wooster Winter Olympics
and Alfred E. Packer Day. Last
Spring, the Men of Fourth were
proud to be declared the winners
all-camp- us

all-camp-

us

.

Phi Omega Sigma's size has not
prevented it from offering a wide
variety of activities to its members.
Most recently, members enjoyed a
weekend camping trip to King's
Island The fraternity is especially
proud of its community service
work. Traditionally, Fourth sponsors a Halloween Party at Ida Sue
School and is involved with the
Special Olympics Program at
Apple Creek State Institute. Several members of Fourth also participate in the programs developed for
Horn's Nursing Home, Boy's Village, Apple Creek State Institute,
and Wooster Community Residences, Inc.
Last year, the Men of Phi
Omega Sigma introduced a fundamental change into their traditional
HeDweek. Last year's president of
Phi Omega Sigma, in his letter to
the students, faculty, and administration, presented the change in
this way:
Hell Week is a fraternity activity

that has

received

considerate

criticism from both faculty and

students. Fourth Section members
believe that many of the complaints of physical and mental

"

beyond the comprehension of my
mind and spirit," he said. Now the
United States has the equivalent of
615,000 Hiroshima bombs, with
"enough potential power to
destroy all of humanity a dozen
times over. Can I say in all honesty
that we need to increase it to one
million Hiroshima bombs?"
Hatfield is opposed to all arms
sale to all countries. "I am not
Realism leads me to stand
in opposition." In looking both at
history and at current events, he
said, "the country placing its trust
on hardware is doomed to
disappointment."
He raised this issue in the ethical
context, he explained, in the
"context of global future." People
are continually asking him in
exasperation why he doesn't just
quietly vote no, Hatfield confided,
but he feels that we must never
cease to challenge and question,
The last ethic examined bv
Senator Hatfield was that of
stewardship. As a
"follower of Jesus Christ," Hatfield
anti-militar-

self-avowe- d

feels

that America's

major

problem in foreign policy is
"insensitivity to the questions of
morality," and sees a "need for a
moral and spiritual base in our
leadership."
America has been worshipping
the "false gods of consumption,
convenience, and dispensibility,"
Hatfield said. "We have exploited
our own resources to the point of
diminishing returns and now we .

want to expropriate (the

resources of other countries) to
'abuse associated with a fraternity support our
Hell Week are Justified, and have machine...We have assumed that
voted to supplant their Hell Week the world must serve us . .But the
with a "Week of Service and creation was not made just for
Values." During Service and 'WASP' Americans."
super-industri-

al

Values Week, pledges will work . "We actually think we own
with members in local volunteer something on this globe," the
programs and participate In pro- senator said. But the ethic of
grams designed to explore indivi- stewardship means that we do not

own the world God does. "We
cannot., diyest the creator of his
creation," he emphasized. We can
only act as its caretakers.
that
We must understand
stewardship implies responsibility,
Hatfield said. "I am appalled with
the people of Ohio" for refusing to
support the bottle bill. We have
failed to realize how wasteful it is,
the senator remonstrated. "There
may be another use to the item we
are so blithely throwing away."
To live up to the ethic of
stewardship, we must prepare to
adjust ourselves to a fundamental
change in our lifestyle, he said. We
must understand what the
problem is, and stop looking for

dual values and goals. Fourth
believes that this type of activity
better, fosters the brotherhood its
members are seeking than does a
traditional Hell Week.
It

has been generally

ac-

knowledged that Phi Omega Sigma is in a trend of change; thus we
do not maintain among ourselves a
particular stereotype. The diversity
of our brotherhood has favored an
optimistic view, which opens itself
to a diverse campus life. Fourth will
hold its Second Rush on Thursday,
February 7, 1980 in the basement
of Andrews Hall. The theme will be
"Vegas Night" with game tables,
music, and refreshments. Membership to Phi Omega Sigma is open
to aO men. For information attend political, technological, and
"Vegas Night" or contact any economic answers when the real
answer is spiritual.
member of Fourth Section.
"Don't look to the government"
Men
Phi
Omega
Sigma
The
of
for these answers. Hatfield said,
Jason M.Weber "for the government is not in the
President business of dispensing religion."
.

y.

.

j

bracing, an illusion does' more
damage to a cause than H is worth,
because it produces a false hope."
The treaty has succeeded only
in "mandating an escalation in the
arms race," the senator said. "It is
not a moratorium.. .No kind of
arms control program can emerge
from this deceptive framework."
lounges and toilet paper
What is called for now, he
ornamentation of a couple trees all explained, is an amendment to the
stand as silent proof: some of our treaty prohibiting the testing and
compatriots are remarkable, deployment of all US and Soviet
examples of the close link weapons.
Homosapiens share with our
"What I saw in Hiroshima was
Darwinian ancestors.

Section Continues Service Week

To the Editor,
Some recent' rumors on campus
have implied that the Men .of Phi
Omega Sigma decided to discontinue their revised Initiation week
the old HeDweek.
and
We of Phi Omega Sigma would
tike to take this opportunity to
disspeH these rumors, as we plan to
continue this year the same type of
Initiation week as we had last year.
In an attempt to avoid continued

n

Worthy Occasions

win this election. However, on the
third ballot. Prexy was the clear
victor..
At a later session of this
Assembly, ' Bryan proposed a
resolution to deny Presbyterian
funds to any academic institution

By Mike Lauber
Charles Frederick Wishart was
president of the College of
Wooster from 1919 to 1944. Fond
remembrances of this world-- ,
renowned religious and academic
leaden are common among the
majority of living alumni today. He
may best be remembered for his
with
differences
William Jennings Bryan.
In the early 1920's Wishart came
to play a major role in the rising
tide of dissension within the
Presbyterian
Horace
church.
.

Comment-O-

.

No one would pretend that I.S.
does not require much hard work.
But it can also be the occasion for
accomthe fierce joy of hard-woplishment. Further, some student's
lives are changed in fine ways by
the experience.
For example, 10 years or so ago,
a senior named Ronald Eller
decided he would do his history
I S. on a topic close to his heart. He
had grown up in the southern
highlands, and he chose to study
the mountain people of southern
Appalachia. The rest is history, too.
Dr. Eller received his Ph.D. in
history from the University of
North Carolina and now teaches
history at Mars Hill College. He will
speak next Wednesday at 10 on a
topic he first studied seriously here,
with James Hodges: "Rich Land,
Poor People: Southern Appalachia
in Modem America."
No, that is not a story about how
I.S. can make you into a history
teacher. It is a story about how I.S.
can help you find out who you are.
When 600 years (not 500 as
reported here last week) intervene,
discerning the identity of a culture
is at best a chancy business. There
is so little to go on. In its continuing
effort to understand the 14th
Century, the Humanities Symposium turns to some of ;the period's
surviving musical documents next
Tuesday at 4 p.m. Daniel Winter
will speak about the rise of the Art
Nova, a music called new because
of its striking rhythmical and
structural complexity. Dale Moore
will lead a group of students in
performance of some examples,
notably the first complete setting of
the Mass by a single composer,
Machaut's of 1364.
The Symposium is drawing a
crowd, as did
good,
last Sunday's Mozart Festival concert. AD who attend are finding
that, as the Festival unfolds the
breadth and scope of Mozart's
work. It offers a complementary
pleasure: a rich display of the
performing talent we have on
campus. Enjoy more of both
Sunday at 3 in Mackev Hall.
n

well-deserv-

ed

Nader Crusades
Against ETS
Tucson,

Ariz. (CCRS)

-

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader
wants New York students to work
to eliminate standardized tests in
the admissions process if exam
costs and availability are affected
law.
by the new
A major element of the law
requires that questions and
answers for every test given in
New York after Jan. 1 be made
"Truth-in-Testin-

g-

public after 30 days, the
Educational Testing Service,
which develops many of these
tests, and other opponents claim
this disclosure

would increase

costs since testers would have to
develop new questions each time
an exam is given and then, made
public. Currently, questions are
often repeated. To make up for the
costs of disclosure, testers say,
exam fees will increase, and they
will be given less often.
"It's a phony argument," Nader
recently told reporters before

addressing

students at the

University of Arizona. He claimed
ETS's own documents show that
less than five percent of its testing

costs, goes to question
development. He added that the
cont. on pg. 6
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Godspell: Creative and Entertaining
"

i

.

By Patricia Hoskins
"Godspell" colorful, energetic,
moving. These are just a few of the
words that come to' mind to
describe the musical based on the
gospels of St. Matthew. " which
began its four-darun at the
"Cage"' on Thursday. Jan. 7. . .
This show, directed by Bill

i ;

The acting, as a whole, was very
good. Roger Pelagalli, who played
a very calm, believable Jesus,
slipped out of character once'or
twice in the first act but really
came through in the second. Scott

--

y

--

director, choreographer and
"

actors.
The Cage was an excellent
choice of theatre space for this
production. The very nature of
Godspell is conducive to a close
relationship between actors and
audience and the Cage allowed for
this intimacy.
.
The set design was very simple,
but owing to the efforts of its
designers, the brightly painted
tables, bench and streamers were
sufficient props and background
'for the show
Additional color and originality
were found in the costumes of the
actors. Apparently each actor was
instrumental in creating a costume
.THE ONSET OF WINTER WEATHER caused an avalanche of to coincide with the character
Marty
by
Lobby.
Stanton.
Photo
coats and scarves in Lowry
he she portrayed. The costumes
.

Local Paraphernalia Business Suffers
From Inflation and Market Situation
profits. In the last two - years,
however, a drop in sales has
forced him to" change his
inventory.

By Robert Nelander
After more than six years in the
drug paraphernalia business Doug
McGuire has decided to stop

The drug paraphernalia

selling smoking accessories.
McGuire's shop will sell mainly
waterbeds in the future.
"I guess Tm making a move to
become a respectable member of

the Wooster

Community."

McGuire said jokingly. He is a
third generation business owner in
Wooster.
McGuire opened his first shop
with $500 in 1973. During his first
four years of business McGuire
found it necessary to work other
jobs while others, including his
wife, ran the shop.
In 1978, McGuire says, the
paraphernalia industry grossed
over $350 million, and until this
time his head shop made sufficient

.

industry, which has been booming
for the last 10 years, is on its
decline, according to McGuire.
"The paraphernalia market has
been- - saturated, and inflation is
keeping people from buying any
new products," he said. "If
marijuana is not legalized the
industry will continue to suffer."
McGuire believes that the
marijuana counterculture has
changed since he associated with
it 10 years ago. "Something has

been lost," says McGuire.

"Getting high used to involve trust
and brotherhood. The movement
has gone from brotherhood to

punk."

Music of Mozart Performed
This week the Mozart Festival
concert features piano and voice in
various combinations. Fantasia In
D Minor for Pianoforte played by
Amy Breneman will open the
concert. A trio of soprano, tenor
and bass comprised of Kim
Bracken, Alan Gasser and Paul
Rettew, respectively, will be followed by Daniel Winter performing
first a Fantasia and then a Sonata,
both of which are in C minor.

Kathleen Morrison,
accompanied

Mezzo-Sopran-

Tonight in Mackey Hall
members of the faculty from
Findlay College will perform a
guest recital at 7:30. The concert is"
a mixed program, combining a
number of composers with a
variety of instruments, including
oboe, saxophone and piano.

wert bright, appropriate

instruments in furthering the
personality of each character.
The dances and songs in
Godspell were accompanied
throughout the show by a very fine

group of musicians. It's great to
find a show where the musicians
are given recognition and in this
production we found the

musicians playing in a brightly
decorated area festooned with
balloons. They were even given an
opportunity to join in a game of
charades with the actors. With the
exceptioh of a few timing problems
between orchestra and singers,
the music was well done.

Financial Affairs
Committee Opens
Activities Fund

quarter the Financial
Committee opens up a
$2000 Activities Fund to any
student organization or special
project in need of funds. AH
applicants will be screened and
interviewed by the Financial Affairs
Committee and will appear before
the General Assembly of the
S.G.A. for final verification of their
request. Applications are available
only until Monday, Jan. 28th.
Any questions please contact
Katy Knall at Ext. 444 or Box
1983.
hvery

Affairs

Energy Forum Sparked by Lectures;
College of Wooster is
Co-Spons-

or

.

problems were also found in Bette

otherwise

excellent

performance of "Tum Back' O
Pavnter was great as the Man". She had to stroll around
JohnJudas character and gave a amongst the audience for this act
highly energetic and consistent and hit a few audio-deaspots in
performance. The disciples were a the theatre.
of enthufantastic ..
Generally, however, the singing
siasm, versatility, and talent. Each was fine and each song was v
performer presented a distinct, accompanied by impressive
memorable personality.
choreography. Because of the
Bette Bates played a simple set there was - a- large '
promiscuous, humorous charac- amount of space available for
ter. Kim Larimore was a shv. tumbling, jumping and well
withdrawn character. Michael organized dancing.
I look forward to Bill Daywalt 's
Modugno was a pugnacious,
childlike character. Every actor next theatrical production for a
was talented and humorous and show displaying the hard worke
every character made a distinct original thought and talent found
impression.
in Godspell. Well Done!
There was also a great deal of
d

Daywalt. was extremely

entertaining and demonstrated
the versatility and creativity of its

by Roger Pelagalli and Scott
Paynter, was difficult to hear and
understand at times. Hearing

mish-mas-

--

h

-

-

.

r

.

improvisationa)

and

original

materia included in this show.
which updated Godspell into the
1980V References to disco,
peanut M&M's. and a lot more
made this Godspell a more
personalized, familiar production.
From the very first song
"Prepare Ye", the audience
became involved and enthused
with the story. And although there
were a few problems with several
of the singing acts, for the most
part the singing was great.
Nickels, who performed
' Sue
well throughout the show, sadly
was still recuperating from a case
of laryngitis on opening night. She
'
made a good effort however, to
sing "AH Good Gifts".
"All For The Best", performed
--

Sexism Checked
-

The Committee on the Status of
Women has appointed a
to determine if any students
are having academic, advising
problems which stem from sexism.
Students who would like to discuss
Brecken-ridg- e
this should contact-Mar(Ext 388), Bob Hamilton
(Ext 479). or Glenn Bucher (Ext
471). These discussions will be
kept strictly confidential
sub-committ-

ee

y

.

FINANCIAL AID APPLICA- HONS FOR 1980 81 ARE NOW
AVAILABLE IN THE FINANCIAL
AID OFFICE, SEVERANCE ART
BUILDING,

-

'

Campus Pcpcfboch Bestsellers
Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
saga along Maryland s Eastern Shore: fiction
2. Nurse, by Peggy Anderson. (Berkley, $2.50.) Personal
and professional life of a nurse in a city hospital.
3. Mommie Dearest, by Christina Crawford. (Berkley,
1.

Multi-fami-

ly

t$2.75.) Life with mother: Joan Crawford.
4. A Distant Mirror, by Barbara W. Tuchman. (Ballantine,
$6.95.) Europe in the 14th century.
5. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
riches in the fashion world: fiction.
Fools Die; by Mario Puzo. (NALSignet, $3.50.) Casino
gambling and its fallout: fiction.
.
Pulling Your Own Strings, by Wayne W. Dyer. (Avon,
$2.75.) Howio master your life.
8. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
9. The Culture of Narcissism, by Christopher Lasch. (Warner, $2.95.) American life in an age of diminishing
'

,

.

-

o,

by Robert

Morrison,-- will close the afternoon
concert with four short songs.
This is the third concert in the
Mozart Festival series. Each concert is held on Sunday afternoons
in Mackey Hall at 3:00. Admission
is free of charge.

The Wooster Black Ensemble is
sponsoring a fashion show on Feb.
1 at 8.00 p.m. The fashion show is
acting as a fund raiser for the group
with the hope of assisting in the
purchase of new robes and helping
to cover general expenses. The'
show will be held in the Lowry
Center Ballroom and tickets are
$1.00.

The College of Wooster will be a
fn a community forum
on energy and the way we Eve
beginning March 28. Wayne General and Technical College is the
other sponsor in the forum entitled
"What Price Energy?" Two nationally known speakers will kick off
the program on the first two days
with public lectures. Following the
lectures by James Benson, Director
of the Institute of Ecological
Policies and Stephen Beckerman
of Southern Methodist University,
"What Price Energy?" will continue
in the shape of organized discussions among local groups. This
provides the opportunity for the
person on the street to voice
opinions and concerns about the
energy situation.
co-spons-

or

.

ShulamH Decktor, Director of
the forum, stated that the program
is interested in the "Values In
thinking about energy and the way
energy plays a part in our 4ives."
College of Wooster faculty

10.

Second Generation, by Howard Fast. (Dell. $2.75.) On

going story of Italian family in "The Immigrants": fiction.
Compiled by Th Chronicle of Higher Education from information supplied by college stores throughout the country. December 31. 1979.

members have donated over

$10,000 of their professional time
towards the project In addition,
the Ohio Program in the Humanities (OPH) is supporting the forum
with a grant of over $7,000. The
OPH is itself supported by grants
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
"What Price Energy?" Is an
appropriate recipient of aid from
the Ohio Program in the Humanities as the OPH theme for 1979 81
is "Human Values in a Changing
Society"

'--

3.

Bates

1

--

4

Nem & Recommended
On Human Nature, by Edward O. Wilson. (Bantam, $3.95.) Is
all human behavior genetically predetermined?
Sideshow, by William Snawcross. (Pocket, $2.95.) Kissinger,
Nixon and the destruction of Cambodia.
The Praise Singer, by Mary Renault. (Bantam, $2.95.)
Splendor, power and intrigue in ancient Greece: fiction.
Association of American Publishers

i

J

l
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"A Chance to Share" is
Current Motto of WCA
Their motto is "A chance

to

Share.... Wooster Community Ac- tfon provides this opportunity to
share through an outward expression pf concern for adults and
children who need special attention. Presently. Wooster Community Action (W CA.) is faced with an
effectiveness threatening shortage
of volunteers. Although approxi- - mately 120 students signed up
during the Volunteer Fair held last
fall, the ranks-havnow diminished'
to around 30.
W.CA. is a volunteer service
organization involved with more
than 15 agencies, linking the
campus to the community. It works
to aid programs geared towards all
ages, from the very young involved
in the Big BrotherBig Sister
program to the elderly in Horn's
Nursing Home. Other agencies
include "the Apple Creek State
Institute, the Children's Group
Home and the Community Youth
Center along with the programs
such as the Alcoholics Half Way
House and the Indian River
School, to mention only a few.
Most of the agencies that
Wooster Community Action works
with are understaffed, emphasizing
the need for the college student
volunteers and among, the agencies, the need for volunteers to
help with the mentally handicapped is most urgent.
The commitment involved is
one of interaction with people.

'

.

--

-

,

Spartacus Group
Students
Rouses
v

'

S
(7u

Drinking Wine
Found Nutritious
(CCRS) - Wine has "fundamentally a small amount of
nutrients," but its nutritional value
goes beyond mere numerical
measures, says the head of the
federal government's bureau that
watches- over the composition,
quality, nutrition and safety of
foods.
Sanford A. Miller, director of the
Food and Drug 'Administration's
Bureau of Foods, said that
although the energy received from
wine's alcohol and sugar content is
minimal, the increased "taste
consciousness" that comes, with
experienced wine drinking also
improves a person's general eating
- habits. .The consumption of wine
makes eating an occasion and
immediately raises your standards
for what you are doing," he
explained.

LONG LUNCH AND DINNER LINES at Lowry Center seems to be a permanent frustration due
to class scheduling and regulations limiting seating in the cafeteria. Photo by Marty Stanton.

Regulations Warrant Inconvenience

-

corit. from pg.

These changes are necessary in
insuring greater protection in the
event of fire, however, the dining
hall problem, especially in Lowry
Center has become particularly
irritating to students. In addition,
the problem caused by the decrease in available seating has been
aggravated by the pile-uproblem
p

Music Featured
In Symposium

.

--

'T

:

--

--

,

80-pro- of

Wooster, Spartacus developed

contacts with numerous students
politics,
interested in
including Hynes (who is not a
member). Sponsored. this quarter by the
Non partisan Organization (formerly the Democratic .Coalition),
Spartacus' presence Jan. 17 was
designed to serve a twofold
purpose: 1) to encourage political
discussion among students over
"political extremists," and 2) to
complement the current Marxism;
Theory and Criticism course currently being taught in cooperation
with the sociology department
left-win- g

.

health-promotin-

aesthetical process," he
contended. "And wine promotes

--

full-tim-

e

post-graduat- e

The 1980 Humanities Symposium "The Dance of Death", is a
series of lectures given by members
of the faculty here at Wooster.
Dan Winter and Dale Moore of
the college music department will
be giving ' a presentation on
January 29, entitled The Music of
the Ars Nova". This presentation
will present music of the fourteenth
century, through lecture and actual
performances. One major focus
will be on the main composer of
the period, Guillaume de Machaut.
A presentation of a mass by
Machaut will be featured. The
lecture will be presented at 4:00
p.m. in the Library Lecture Room.
This program and the lecture by
Mary Breckenridge have been
reversed within the original 'symposium schedule. The
ridge - lecture, The Triumph of
Death," will be given on the
foUowina Tuesday. February 5.

at specific intervals during the meal
times. Many students have either
11:00 or 1:00 classes, forcing the
majority of students to eat at
precisely the same time. While only

approximately 250 students pass
through the lines between 11:45
and 12:00, from 12:00 to 1.00
anywhere from 900 to 1,000
students take their meals, all of
them involved in the competition
for the 500 seats. Congestion
reoccurs at the dinner hour, mostly
due to the varsity sports schedule.

ri

Vi.

Because of the well grounded
reason for the lowering of occupancy limits, nothing is to be done
about the shortage of seats, unless,
of course, the faculty lounge is
invaded.

THE
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BORED
THIS WEEKEND?

that"

But, he also warned, "Like
everything else, when the wine
drinking begins to occur in excess
amounts... then it's not good.
That's a waste of time."

Doctor Found for Hygeia
The Student Health Service has
found a new doctor to begin at
Hygeia July 15. Dr. Randolph R.
Peto will be starting his first
'
medical work here at
Wooster. Dr. Peto is a graduate of
- Colgate University in Hamilton,
internN.Y. and did
ships, at St. Thomas Medical

'

of

Calling wine drinking "one of the
important pleasures of fife," Miller
said "it's possible to oversell" the
g
aspects of foods
"in the objective scientific sense."
There is also the cultural aspect.
"One eats because . it's an

1

up to 300.

.

"'

.4)

i

U.S. Department of Agriculture
nutrition tables show that most
wines don't even stack up well
conf. frompg. 1
v
who are of more conservative against other alcoholic beverages.
'
The average glass of table wine has
factions. - The Spartacus organization was barely half the number of calories
conceived by followers of the as the average serving of beer, less
Russian revolutionist and Soviet than half the amount of
statesman, Leon Trotsky. Trotsky carbohydrates, and only a trace
and his supporters (historically amount of protein (compared to
known as Trotskyites) advocated beer's single gram). Only dessert
Communistic theories of world- wines have a nutritional content
wide revolution which many of his comparable to beer, though still
contemporaries believe are rele- slightly less.
vant to the political and economicAnd while' table wines' small
al structure today.
amounts of carbohydrates and
Spartacus first found its way to protein are much greater than
the College of Wooster via the those of any single shot of hard
Women's Resource Center who liquor, their caloric content is still
previously sponsored the group to no greater than 85 percent of any
liquor. High-proliquors
speak on the plight of Iranian
women. Upon its initial arrival to have even more calories.
'

J

with

--

e

.

tl

people, as Jeff
Dandoy, chairperson of W.CA.
stated, is a way of "helping people
put their fives together...sharing
their needs and their, problems...
that's what volunteering Js about."
Bess Colling, advisor to the
organization, is the contact person
for all interested in volunteering.
She can be reached at x364.
Transportation problems of the
volunteers are easily solved by the
car available for travel to and from
the various agencies.
Talking

Center in Akron and the sports
medicine section of the Cleveland
Clinic. Dr.'Peto is married and his
wife is an elementary school
teacher. Until July, the student
health clinic will continue on the
same system it presently operates
under.

The Wooster Inn
DINNER COOKED AT YOUR TABLE
May we suggest...

STEAK AU POIVRE
Pepper Steak a tender eight ounce New York
strip steak sauteed with crushed peppercorns
'
and burgundy wine.
.

5:00 - 8:00 P.M.
East Wayne Avenue

Reservations Suggested

-

264-234- 1
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Classified Advertisements
SERVICES

HELP WANTED
professionally typed LS.'s and SUMMER HELP WANTED.
papers at very reasonable rates Murray Hotel. Mackinac Island,
Michigan . needs cooks, barcall Lynn Scales,
tenders, maintenance, pianists,
and personnel for rotation
WORD PROCESSING gives the between food preparation,,
professional jjdge for your I.S. waitressing. and housekeeping.
papers, repprts, publications, Full time housekeeping available.
Ph.D theses, and resumes. Send) complete resume, work
Contact Webster .Computer experience, recent photo, social
security number and first and last
Services. 2623211.
day available to work to 3312
Rd. Ann Arbor. Mich.
Green
Akron Women's Clinic offers sale
and gentle abortions to 15 week. 48105. Continuously hiring
through September.
TYPING

AVAILABLE-Fo- r
-

264-064- 9.

Lowest fees. Call toll free:
1

800

3629150.
WANTED

e
Brandowine Ski Resort has
jobs - inside or outside - for
drop out
gals who
PEN PAL WANTED: Two young men orquarter. Pay can at $3.50
wintetj
starts
men need correspondence to help per hour; can earn $2500 before
them stay in touch with society. spring
and save most of it. Free
or
Please write
sleeping
quarters provided. Write
Box 45699. Lucasville. OH 45699.
to Box 343, Northfield, Ohio 44067
and tU us about yourself.
154-27-

8

OPPORTUNITIES

:

FACULTY INVESTMENT CLUB

Any faculty
member interested in the
formation of andor membership
FORMATION.

in

coHege

.

1

1

Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Cvbosfer Voice. Contact Lisa
Vkkery, Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons.

B'nai B'rith

Investment Club, whose primary
will be educational and
instructional
into the- fundamentals of securities investment
principals and practices; with a
secondary objective of conservative investing for fun and profit;
and finally fellowship in shared
interests in the financial marketplace and the U.S. economy.
Please plan to attend a formation
meeting to be held Feb. 12. 1980 at
7:30 P.M. in Room 2. downstairs.
Wooster Public Library. For
further details; call

BARGAINS

-

262-896- 6.

rmmir
,

WORLD-WID- E'

Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is still a bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5 for
eachj additional word. Attention
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5 for. each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
voice, cox oio oy luesoay
before publication.

'

-

Anti-Defamatio- n

Auditorium

10 a.m. on

at

Applications 'are now being Wednesday.
accepted for the position of
of The Wooster
Voice' for the 1980-198school
MOVIES AT MATEER
year. Responsibilities begin with,
"Foul Play" starring Chevy
the first issue of Spring Quarter Chase and Goldie Hawn wiU be
and continue through the following
showing on Friday at 7 & 9:30 p.m.
March.
and on Saturday at the same times.
Interested students should Movies are shown each week in
Mateer Auditorium and the cost is
write.' a letter of application,
$1- specifying talents, capabilities and
experience, as well as ideas for
wiQ be open
The Record Co-oimprovement in the newspaper, from 11 a.m.
1 p.m. on'
to
and mail it to Charles Hurst,' Wednesday
4-and
from
p.m. on
Chairman of the Publications. Thursday.
sell
Records
for
bargain
Committee. AD applicants will be
$5!
around
prices
contacted for an interview with the
I
Publications Committee.

SERVICE
TAKES YOU

Editor-in-Chi- ef

7

I

)

two-perso-

non-prof-

Pittsburgh

Avenue'
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
"Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni, Saucv,
Mushrooms, Anchovies, Peppers. Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOC3TER!

Come See Us:

re-tak-

p

it

corporation's

Fri.

Sat-5p.m.-2a.-

Sunday

m.

Carry-Ou- t

Only

5-1- 2,

Closed Tues.

list-wi-

ll

--

Anti-Kla-

rallies, which

n

at an

anti-Kla-

rally in

n

Greensboro, N.C., have caused
problems of their own at Harvard,
the U. of North Carolina Chapel
Hill and UCLA, where conflicts
broke out between different

--

Communist factions.
A future problem may lie in the
KKK's current recruitment effort
in junior and senior high schools.
Pamphleting and other recruitment efforts have been reported in
at least 12 states.
.

considerina leoal action if cost and
availability are affected. Students
are "the captive consumers"' of
these tests since they must be
taken for admission, NYPIRG's
Steve Solomon said. '
He also claimed that 11 states
are now considering similar laws.
The issue is not going away," said
Solomon.

computers have 300,000 questions
in storage.
"Since ETS lost its battle in the
legislature, it now turns to
blackmail," Nader said.
He suggested that if prices
increase and availability decreases
as testers say, that New York
students should then move to
have the tests eliminated from the
admissions process.
But the state's Public Interest
Research Group, which lobbied
Rev Moon's Unification Church
for the legislation is first members are attending some of
the nation's top divinity schools in
NOW STYLES
attempt to develop a new
an
Men's anJ Women's Cuts &
generation of leaders,- the New
SryliNQ. CaII CUnk at
York Times reported. The church
264-775has its own unaccredited seminary
ext! 111.
in Barrytown, N.Y., but 38 church
Ml. Jt til's Harder Shop
leaders are attending such
RAMAdA Inn

SGA
BRIEFS
The Financial Affairs
will be hearing fund
' Committee
requests for this quarter next
week. If your group or project
needs funds pick up an application
in the SGA office or see Katy

Knall.

Petitions for SGA officers for
next year will be available at Lowry.
I

January 28. If you are interested in
running and would like more
information, see any officer.
Two professors will be at the

GA meeting Monday the 28th
the semesterquarter,
calendar. This will be an
information and question session
and everyone is Invited to attend.
The faculty will be voting on the
calendar in March.

to-discu- ss

-

Moonies Spread Beliefs and Learn
While Attending Divinity Schools

0,

m.

e

.

-

Weekdays-5p.m.-la.-

n

ETS is Target of Nader's Crusade
Against
High Admission Test Costs
from pg. 3
conf.

764

-

protested the death of five people

p

PH0NE2M-S3-99

.

.

1

TRAVEL

,

;

pre-sal-

.

Applications Now
Being Taken for
Vouqe Editorship

1979-198- 0

"

The Student Activities Board is
still accepting
applications for
SAB. Chairperson positions. Ap-pfications should be taken to the
SAB' office in the basement of
Lowry Center. In addition, there
wil be a reception for Prospective
Committee Chairpersons in the
SAB office on Wednesday, Jan.
30 at 630 p.m.
This week's convocation speaker wl be Ronald EDer, who will
speak on the topic "Rich Land,
Poor People: Southern Appalachia
and Modern America". Convocation wffl be held in Mateer

t

:

--

SAB
BRIEFS

a Colleoe of Wooster Faculty

purpose

campuses.

Isolated racial incidents and
occasional distribution of Klan
pamphlets have been reported on
campuses this fall, but as yet none
has been attributed to a full scale
Klan effort to establish a college
base. In fact, researchers at the

3.

'

mail.
administrator, staff
faculty
were or) campus
or
who
In a few weeks the Fall edition of
failed
and
to
order
a book, may
the
Index wiH be
uvcvl fidinis un a waiting uc ai
available to the college the Lowry
front desk in the event
community. Almost six hundred of
copies. The
the yearbooks were sold in ' of extra available
copies wiH be sold for $5.00.
extra
.advance .Those students off
campus last quarter are able to get due to a penalty charge made by
.
a book by sending their name, box the publishing company.
The quarterly editions are not
' and extension numbers, arid $3.50
to The Index through campus. the onlywiQnovelty this year. Each
edition
be six inches by nine
inches, and 88 pages in length. The
book win be a soft linen bookcloth
volume with the best coverage of
campus events and college life
,
League say the Klan generally made in recent years.
For those seniors who were not
avoids colleges because "by and
large they would not appeal to able to have their formal portraits
people who are being educated to taken last quarter, Davor Photo
various cultures and appreciate Inc. will be on campus February 14
the need for diversity in our to take the formal photograph.
While senior group candid photos
society."
David Duke, leader of one are encouraged, the seniors must
faction of the Ku Klux Klan. made have their formal picture taken
campus speeches as recently as a before a candid picture appears in
year ago. But according to U. of the book. Davor Photo Inc.
Florida English Professor Harry provides The Index with a variety
can photograph
Crews, biographer of Duke, those .of services if they
Irf the past these
seniors.
the
appearances have stopped
because, "there was too great an services have been costly to the
incitement to riot." Distribution of yearbook budget. Now under this
KKK pamphlets
at . Bowdoin agreement savings are made for
The Index and in turn, the
.College was traced to a.
" ;
outfit in Freeport, Maine," consumer.
any
If
photographed
senior
last
according to a Bowdoin; official,
quarter
with
is
satisfied
not
the
who adds that the college decided
against a trespassing injunction, results of their portraits, they can
on
unless further activity was noted. also sign up for a
February 14th. However, there ;,
Harrassment of black students win
be a $3.00 service charge for all
at Colby College and at George
sign-ube
Mason U. has concerned officials retakes. The
posted
February
7th in Lowry
there, but federal and state law
enforcement officials have found Center Lobby.
In late February The Index will
no evidence of Klan involvement.
e
conducting a
for the
be
At Colby, a black female student
was assaulted and later Winter edition. All members of the
threatened, and now travels oh campus community are strongly
campus only when accompanied encouraged to support the
by other students. A Colby official yearbook so The Index can
says isolated incidents of racism continue to provide you with a
there have intensified this fall, book of lasting memories.
although most of the student body
remains outraged at this activity.

.By Dove Sanders

Ku Klux Klan Recruitment
Low on College Campuses
While various Ku Klux Klan
factions have stepped up activities
nationwide, there appears to be no
major recruitment efforts on

:

.

152-16-

fun-tim-

ill

Fall 1979 Edition of Index
Soon Available to
Students
Student,

-

prominent divinity schools as
Harvard, Southern Methodist and
the U. of Chicago. The Times
reports they hope the prestigious
degrees wiH enable them to get
jobs. in other schools, mix with
people ' of other faiths 'while

spreading their beliefs, and

develop language and
skills.'

Bible-stud- y

.
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Stay on Edge;
Scots Nip Crusaders in O.T.
Capital's victory chain. ' After
Notice: To all Wooster shooting a torrid 63 in the first
basketball fans. The Fighting half. Wooster put the clamps on
Scots can be hazardous to your and held. ' the Crusaders to a
health. If your heart can't take 40 meager 30 points before entering
minutes of excitement and - the overtime period. As Coach Al
entertainment you are in trouble if Van Wie noted, "We played some
defense that second hair We
you- - attend Thnken Gymnasium
during a Wooster game. The Scots completely took over the tempo."
'
In the overtime period Wooster
continued their strange passion
trailed by 3 before roaring back
for photo Finishes by beating
paced by Bums and- Tecca to
Capital
in overtime this past
lead with 22 seconds
take a
week.- Throughout the current
remaining. With one second
basketball season seven of the
remaining Capital's Tracey
, Scot's games have been decided
Colsten was fouled. The
ty 3 points or less.
The Scots Ohio Athletic .freshman,1 who tossed in 22 points
on the night, fired the second shot
Conference record now stands at
hard off the rimfor the Scots thrilling
and face a tough challenge
victory.
with 'invading Ohio Wesleyan
This Saturday's ballgame
tomorrow night. The Bishops also
should
featuring
in the conference, which
stand
be a very interesting match. The
finds Wittenberg atop the pack at
Bishops, led by Kirk Williamson
Sophomore Gib Tecca was the and his 18 points per game, are a
star of the Capital game as he much improved team from last
poured in 25 points and grabbed 8 year. As junior Jeff Wagner added.
rebounds on an assortment of "The O.A.C. is so balanced
jumpers, v power moves, and a anything can happen. But right
,
backboard-thumpinnow we have to show some
consistency it can make or break
slam .dunk. Senior
,
us."
captain Jim Bums helped the
you
So please take warning
cause with 24 markers. Lee Svete
and John Maiden combined for 22 want to put a little excitement in
your weekend and see never
points in helping the Scots fight
back' from a 13 point halftime ending action, the
game is what you need.
deficit,
But, please, bring your
A scraping second half defense
by the Scots was the weak link in pacemaker.
By Ed Zombie and Jeff Wagner

:

--

--

-

84-8-

1

1

-

3

84-8- 2

-

3-- 2,

.

84-8- 3

Ohio-Wesley-

3-- 2

an

SOPHOMORE GIB TECCA shoots for two of his 25 points against Capital. Tecca scored 12
points in the last 12 minutes of regulation to send the game into overtime.': The Scots won,
!
.
i
Photo by Marty Stanton.
84-8-

5-- 0.

crowd-jumping-

Grid Star Moore Collects Honors
:
..

g

i

by Hank Sperry
When College of. Wooster
senior Blake Moore returns home
to Signal Mt.. Tenn. later this year,
he may have to rent a Rider truck
to Cart all the awards anri . ,

If

Wooster-Wesleya-

46-3-

-

-

.

---

n

3.

trra-khio- c

Rogers LEADERS:
Leads Nation in Scoring
NATIONAL

OHIO NORTHERN was ranked
11th in the first NCAA Division III

"

!

pol

1

1

whose

son ledger is now
is the 33rd coach to
reach the century mark in OAC
10D-13-

10-se-a

3,

history

Kenyon's SCOTT

ROGERS (Cincinnati), with 1885
career points, should move into
seventh place on the OAC Top 50
Chart this week, ahead of former
Ohio Wesleyan and NBA star
Barry Clemens, who has 1905
Ohio Northern's PAT KOESTER
(Delphos) will likely drop former
Kenyon star Eppa Rixey from the
Top 50. Koester has 1270 career

1

Editoria- l-

Student Blasts Quality of
Weight Room Equipment
trying to get in shape through
weight training increases each
.

.

Theamotmofpeoglejwhojre

-

closing in on Rixey's
mark of 1302.

-

Most people know Blake, if not
by name, by sight. At
and 251
pounds, he standi out. in the
'
crowd.
Not surprisingly, Moore played
football and played it well. He had
started at center fori the Scots as
long as he had worn a Wooster
uniform. He was voted to: the first
team of the Ohio Conference his
sophomore year, repeated as a
junior, and last fall copped the
award for the third consecutive
year. Moore was also the'recipient
of the Mike Gregory AwaYd for the
--

year, but the College doesn't seem
to recognize the need for adequate
equipment. The acquisition of
some good weights(i.e. Olympic), a
few more bars, and another bench
would greatly enhance the ability
of those people to pursue their
hobby.
I do not feel that the expense of
such purchases would be great in
relation to the good it would do for
a large number of students. The
academic side of our tenure here
seems to have been taken care of
well. It is time to look at the other
dimension of life. Remember the
words of the Philosopher A sound
mind in a sound body.
Sincerely,
William E. Hoese

MORE ROLE REVERSALS: Last
season, MARIETTA led both the
OAC and the NCAA in team free

throw shooting percentage, posting
a conference single season record
of ,791, while DENISON was dead
last in the league rankings. This
season Denison is currently the top
free throw shooting team in the
OAC. with a .758 percentage,
while Marietta is last at .630.

year,

indicative of the finest Ijnernin in
'
the OAC.
.J.
The people in th OAC know the Aileen Dunham Scholarship inS
?
..
ri-ii
Li.
DidKe wen, i.a
uui mis year ne
aiso m&iury.
To add kjing to the cake, Moore J
earned some national recognition
The Associated Press placed a pre law major, was awarded
Moore on the second tiam' of its $2000 scholarship by the NationaH
Little
quad. and a Collegiate , Athletic Associatior
studyS
board of coaches najmed him as a (NCAA) for
Kodak
at the university or professional!
. Moore's name has taken up a lot school of his choice.
of ink in the sports pages, but he
excels in the classroom ajso. In
addition to being named as a
Grace's Wine
Academic
for
Shoppe
the third year in a row, Moore was
recently named the winner of the
248 W. North Street
n;
i
i
t
15 Tom
memorial
iieiswanaer
Award and captured a second in I J
262-5866
I

1.

Ail-Americ-

t-

freshman

guard

Ot-terbe-

an

post-graduat- e

first-tea-

in

RON

STEWART (New Albany) sank 18

of 21 free throw attempts to lead
the Cardinals past Wooster on Jan.
12. The effort game Stewart the
OAC single game records for both
most attempts and most free
throws made, topping
Jerry Prestier's
effort in 1977-78- .
Since free throw
Baldwin-Wallace-

17-for--

I

1 1

--

m

All-Arrierica-

n.

first-tea-

OTTERBEIN FOUL PLAY:

L

--

second, consecutive

MILESTONES: Last Saturday's
win over Oberlin was
Ken yon mentor JIM ZAK'S 100th
collegiate coaching victory. Zak,
62-5-

g

To the Sports Editor,
I am writing this letter in an effort
to draw attention to what I feel has
become a deplorable situatiorv
That is, the lack of equipment in
our' weight room. The amount of
weight lifting equipment, and its
condition, is woefully inadequate
for anyone who lifts seriously. Due
to the good graces of the football
team, if my facts are correct, a
small quantity of free weights was
purchased from their budget to
supplement the Universal equipment already in place. Even with
the addition of these weights, there
was not enough to go around.
Furthermore, due to heavy use,
much of this equipment has
become unfit for use and even,
dangerous.

points,

50th-plac- e

;

6-- 5

.

OAC Notes

Though OAC ' opponents have
been doing everything but handcuffing hinf, according to head
coach JIM ZAK, Kenyon's SCOTT
ROGERS (Cincinnati) maintained
a slim lead in the NCAA Division
ID national scoring race, according
to stats released after games of
Jan. 12. Rogers, who two weeks
ago was averaging 30.1 points per
game, was held to just eight points
by Denison on Jan. 12 arid
managed only 18 against Muskingdefense.
um's conference-leadinThe 6-- senior broke out of his
slump with 28 last Saturday
against Oberhn and leads the OAC
.OHIO
with a 26.2 average
NORTHERN was ranked 10th in
team offense with OBERLIN ninth
.WITTENBERG was
in defense
ranked second to North Park and

3.

Ail-Americ-

m

an

.

's

17

i

opportunities have diminished,
since the rules change effective in)
the 1972 73 season in which the
first six fouls, if common fouls, are ,
not shot, the Ohio Conference1
recognizes records for both before
and since the rule was put into
play. The holder of the old records
for both free throws attempted and
free throws made in a single game

Ml

WAYNE A
COUNTY W
NATIONAL

i

another Cardinal, John Leohner,
who made 25 of 28 against Ohio
is

Wesleyan in

1958-59-

.

XX

4

DAL'X

"ntt

Br:

JB Service and Soles
typewriter repairs and rentals
featuring IBM and Facit
typewriters
.

1

2522 Cleveland Rd.

MEMBER
Federal Reserve

MEMBER

345-740- 5

--N.
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Windy City is Harsh ;
To Wooster Swimmers
By Daniel McKenfy

--

.

The Scot's weekend in Chicago
fan most positively be viewed as
educational. With dual meets
against Wabash, UICC, and
Northern Central University the
Scot swim team was up against top
competition. The team's failure to
produce a win in Chicago may be
attributed to several factors.
According to Coach Bryan
Bateman the team had been
.working out heavily before the
meet and, of course, the traveling
mat the- team did coukin t have
.

helped much. Bateman, however,

:i

What seems to be in the
immediate future is more of the
same as this Friday the team
travels to Kenyon to do battle with
the nation's number one ranked
Division III swim team. Bateman'
said of the Kenyon meet. ."Well
train hard right up until the meet
and probably swim the guys in only
one event each and go for the
times. We really don't expect to.
'
win."
. ',
- Saturday the team meets at
- v. Union Of
home with
Ohio'
willvIS and
U VIIKJ
"in i Mt.
Wesleyan. Coach Bateman feels
.
.i . the
that
team should win both
meets although Mt. Union is a
much improved swim team and.
managed to take third in the OAC
relays.
.

-

u
iL
cited that
these were, conditions
and not excuses, in fact, he views
' the overall experience as positive.
"We swam as well as I thought that
MeKiHei aWI in 'fini
n a,.
we would, rd say off hand that
seven out of nine guys broke their
AS THE TEMPERATURES DIP below freezing and the snow falls on the campus,
-esindoor sports gain
personal records, it's just that they
3
in popularity.
(the other teams) swam, better :
than I had expected.", .
v
"De-Knigh- t"
The Scots were not, however,
86-3- 5
to
without their victories. In the
UICC meet Jeff Strater took first 348 E. BOWMAN ST.
A suoerior Colleoe of Wooster beD with 16. Peggy. Elder and
Running in Cold
place in the 1000 yd. freestyle and
women's basketball team soundly Dariene Kemp also scored in
Weather?
.
500 yd. freestyle with Stan Mac
defeated Kenyon
London in the
Tuesday, double figures with 10 apiece.
Donald
placing
in
first
yd.
200
the
first
for
their
of
victory
season.
the
Spring?
Dress Warmly!
freestyle and 200 yd. fly events.
The Scotties took charge from
Contact Dr. Schutz .
by Kathy Blood and Rachel the start and dominated play for Other scorers for Wooster were
score in the meet was
Pat .The final
Go March 18lh. May th summer
,
seventy-twoSwanger
UICC
and Wooster
'. the entire game. Good passing and Buda with 4, Lisa Mullet with 3.
.if you Bk.
forty-one.
In the meet against
Now that winter is upon us you teamwork helped the Scotties take Kym Thompson with 2 and Julie
For
Your
Convenience
Wabash first places went to Jeff
Slater with 1.
lead at the half.
thought you could sit dormant in . a 36-1off the College Campus
Just
Strater
100
yd.
freestyle,
in
the
The Scotties continued . their
Freshman center Peggy Elder
your room waiting for spring to
Stan Mac Donald in the 200 yd. fly
arrive. Contrary to this opinion, a outstanding play in the second grabbed 10 rebounds, while Leslie
number of other opportunities itiH half. Their tenacious defense held and Walton added 8 and 7 to the and Jim Janasko in the 200 yd.
breaststroke. The Scot's 400 yd
Kenyon to only two points for the total.
exist One of these running.
264-65- 05
medley
relay team also captured
first
Coach
eleven
Nan
minutes,
Nichols
outscoring
attributes
The
should
?
' Ragiatarad Ohio
Travai Agant
however, be prepared for varying them 50 to 19 in the half.
. the win to only 15. team turnovers first place.
- i
TA030S
Kris
all
Leslie
the
and
lead
great
scorers
with
teamwork.
winter weather conditions.
Everyone knows extra clothes are 20 points, followed closely by Val
needed to combat wind, ice, and Walton with 17 and Jean Camp- snow but this can be overdone. '
:
i-- i!

-

.

'

1

j.i

.- -.j-

.

.

MWfc.i-.-

r

Scotties

Lords,

Flair Travel 1
Consultant

-

86-35-

"

--

6

CALL

"'

would-be-runn- er

.

Although it's chilly when you first
encounter the elements, a few '
minutes of a good brisk pace win
amply warm you. Most people find

layering

provides

the most

warmth.
Beginning with the feet, shoes
are a must and socks are strongly

suggested, preferably heavy
cotton or wooL Long underwear
and loose sweats mrffir-tw.
protectyour legs. The upper body
roniiiM addition i .i.t .
requires
a

Scots Fall at
Ohio Tourney

It was a rough weekend for The
College of Wooster wrestling team
which finished 18th in a 19 team
field at the Ohio State Champion-ships in Columbus.
Mike

i

Williams

John Srock

and

(190-lbs.-)

fared the
! best for the Scot wrestlers. Both
competed three times and won
combination of a
one match.
turtleneck, sweatshirt or light
Ohio State University topped
nykm jacket should be adequate ; the field, which included
other
for any variety of weather
squads from larger state schools.
conditions. The three areas that
"It was an experience butlding-- 1
require special attention are the
r
experience." said
Coach
hands, neck and head. Therefore - Bob Yomboro. "When you're up
gloves and a hat are a necessity. A
against the caliber we were, the
scarf over the mouth is particularly
idea is to develop poise. I think we
important to warm the cold air . did
fine in that department''
Pfwe preaches the lungs.
The Scots travel to Muskingum
Where you run should be
Friday and host Ohio Wesleyan
another consideration. Avoid ice and Youngstown Saturday.
and run on showy patches which
provide better traction whenever
BEALLAVE
possible.
We have yet to see snow this
(Just North ol the Coneoe)
winter but all you frustrated skiers
are now aware of another
24 Hour Coin-O-p
Laundry
alternative. Grab your running
Dry Cleaning 9 - 4:15
. shoes and hit the road.
i.

r-lr- t.

T-shi-

rt,

(177-Ibs.-

....

)

Appearing in Person
at

--

The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
-

1

"

Tues., Feb. 12

first-yea-

ECON-O-WAS- H

Pike's Peak
Camera Shop

Abraham Lincoln
The Thrill Of The Year
Mark Your Calendars Now!

IN THE RAMADA INN

"Snow-tim- e

Pictures A gain

99

The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore

t

